
 
The following text with an accompanying logo appears. 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

Logo on lower left. Be antibiotic aware. Smart use, Best Care. 

Text appears Antibiotics Aren’t Always the Answer. 

A woman with a pink shirt and grey skirt stands outside. A café store front appears. She has frown, a red 
forehead, and red nose. She is holding a napkin and taps her nose. A table and chair move in from 
various sides. On the table is a white cup of hot tea. Above the table is a picture of a white cup on the 
glass of the café. 

The screen swipes left and the woman is now in a doctor’s office. A male doctor with glasses and a 
stethoscope stands to her right. The woman raises her hand and gestures as she talks to the doctor. A 
thought bubble pops up next to the woman. Inside the thought bubble are a pink medicine bottle, a pill 
pack with capsules, a pill pack with pills, a yellow bottle with capsules, and a filled IV bag. The woman 
puts her hand down and lifts a napkin to her nose. 

The camera zooms in. A thought bubble pops up to the left of the doctor. Inside the thought bubble are 
pink medicine bottle, a pill pack with green and blue capsules, a pill pack with blue pills, a yellow bottle 
with red and grey capsules, and a filled IV bag with a within a circle slash. The doctor lifts his hand as he 
speaks.  

We are in a hospital room. A man lays asleep on a bed. A female doctor places a medicine bottle on the 
food table across from a glass of water. 

Capsules, pill packs and three medicine bottles of various colors fall from above into the hands of man in 
a blue shirt with white trim and tan pants. The man stands at a doctor’s reception office in front of a 
desk with computer. A plant is to the right on the floor and blue chairs are to the left. A red cross is on 
the wall above the desk. 

The man is now in a kitchen. A pack of green and blue capsules in a pill pack in his right hand. His left 
hand moves to holds his stomach as pills disappear from the pack. His eyes close. 

 

A boy in a yellow shirt with white trim and blue hat scratches at a red blotch on his left forearm. The boy 
is now on the top left of the screen. Next to him the text reads rash. Text reads dizziness next to a man 
on the top right. He has on a blue shirt and white trim with his hand on his forehead. A black swirly line 
comes off his head. Text reads nausea on the Left bottom next to a woman in a pink shirt left hand to 
her chin and right hand holding a red glow on her stomach. Text reads diarrhea on the bottom center 
next to a man with glass bent to right holding his stomach with both hands above a red glow. Text reads 
Yeast infection on the right bottom next to a woman in a yellow suit and white shirt hold both hands 
over the red glow on her lower stomach. 

We are in a hospital room. A grey-haired man in a green hospital gown sits on a hospital bed. A female 
doctor stand at the foot of the bed gesturing and talking to the man as she holds a clip board. Machines 
in the back are measuring with lines up and down. 



 
 

Four medicine bottles appear on a close-up of a brown table. Above, text appears that reads 
Fluoroquinolones. A text box appears covering the scene. Four great lines appear on at a time from left 
right under the word warning. 

 

A clip board with a paper containing a RX symbol shakes left and right as grey lines appear on the paper. 

Camera zooms in to only show the man with glasses is bent to the right holding his stomach with both 
hands over a red glow. His eyes are closed and he has a frown. 

Oval red germs with spokes and white circle centers are on screen over a yellow back ground. A red and 
white capsule travels from top to bottom changing the yellow background to light blue, leaving only one 
red shape with spokes. The white circle center become three green conjoined circles.  Text on top reads 
“bacteria develop the ability to defeat the drugs”. The red shapes with spoke and three conjoined green 
circles in their center multiple as the background becomes a grey blue color. 

The camera zooms out to show the red germs with spokes and three conjoined green circles in the 
stomachs of three, then many male and female silhouettes. Arrows point left, right, top and bottom 
between male and female shapes. 

A woman has on a pink shirt and grey skirt and has a red forehead, and red nose. She is holding a napkin 
in a doctor’s office. A male doctor with glasses and a stethoscope stands to her right. The woman raises 
her hand as she talks to the doctor. The doctor’s hand raises as he speaks. A thought bubble pops-up 
showing a blue head with its mouth open. Next to the mouth is a sound shape depiction. Woman taps 
her nose with a napkin. 

 

The text “For Example” is on screen. An IV bag appears, then a yellow bottle containing red and white 
capsules, followed by a pink medicine bottle, and then by pill packs with blue pills and one with green 
and blue capsules. Close-ups spin on screen getting larger, and depicting a red female head, a urinary 
tract and a pair of lungs. A green germ and blue germ are located on the throat and on the urinary tract 
while a red glow shows on the throat, urinary tract and right lung. The texts read “strep throat”, “urinary 
tract infection”, and “pneumonia”. The texts disappear and all three close-ups spin off screen. The text 
“for examples” flies up off screen while the images of IV, capsules, medicine bottles, and pill packs move 
off to the right.  

A red hazard triangle with yellow shading and black exclamation point is drawn over the images of IV, 
capsules, medicine bottles, and pill packs on the right. Close-ups spin on screen on the left showing a 
blue head with red drops angle out of the mouth and a red glow is on its throat, a blue head with sinus 
highlighted with a red glow, and a blue head with red glow on the left ear. The text reads bronchitis, 
sinus infection, ear infections. 

 

 



 
A woman with a pink shirt and grey skirt now sitting in a doctor’s office. Her nose is red. A male doctor 
with glasses and a stethoscope sits behind a desk with computer to her right. The woman gestures with 
her hand as she talks to the doctor. The doctor’s gestures with his hand as he speaks. A thought bubble 
appears showing a yellow bottle with red and grey capsules and a red and white calendar.  

We move in to a close-up of the woman talking and gesturing with her hand then to a close-up of the 
doctor talking and gesturing with his hand.  

 

A woman with a pink shirt and grey skirt is washing her had at the sink in a kitchen. A stove with grey tea 
pot is to the right under a window with white vertical shades. 

 

A man in a blue shirt with white trim coughs in to his left forearm while holding his chest with his right 
hand. He stands in front of a café. A table with chairs are behind him with a white cup of hot tea on the 
table. Above the table is a picture of a white cup on the glass of the café. Four red lines move away from 
his face to depict coughing. 

 

A room with a man wearing glasses that has grey hair is laying on a dark grey couch on tan wood legs. 
He is covered with a blue blanket. A table with lamp, a glass of water, and tissue to the left. A blue and 
white and pink and white blank is though over the right top of the sofa. The man has a red glow on his 
forehead and his eyes are closed.  

We are now in an office with green chairs. Next to the chairs are desk sized filing cabinets. A female 
doctor with red glasses stand to the left of a boy with a yellow shirt and white stripes. He had on a blue 
cap and sits on a blue stool. To his right is a woman in a pink shirt and grey skirt. The female doctor is 
giving him an injection. 

 

A man wearing glasses that has grey hair his laying on a dark grey couch. He is covered with a blue 
blanket. A table with lamp, a glass of water, and tissue to the left. A woman wearing a pink shirt and 
grey skirts stand above him to the right holding a brown and white paper bag that has RX written on it. 
We zoom in slightly as a thought bubble appears next to the woman. A yellow pill bottle containing red 
and white capsules and a calendar appear in the thought bubble. Camera zooms out a bit to show. A 
man in a blue shirt with white trim and tan pants appears with a boy in a yellow shirt with white trim 
and blue hat. They stand to the right of the woman. 

 

A man with grey hair wearing glasses with a white stripe sweater and blue pants stand next to a boy in a 
yellow shirt with white trim. Next to the boys stands a woman wearing a pink shirt and grey skirt and a 
man wearing a blue shirt with white trim and tan pants. All four are on the lawn of a houses that is 
different shades of grey. They are all smiling. The boy in yellow man in blue wave. 

 



 
A logo is on screen with a blue and orange capsule and a white and green pill in a blue circle. Text 
appears “Be Antibiotics Aware. Smart Use, Best Care”. To learn more about antibiotics prescribing and 
use, visit www.cdc.gov/antiobiotic-use 
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